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Abstract—Round addition differential fault analysis using 

operation skipping for lightweight block ciphers with on-the-fly key 

scheduling is presented. For 64-bit KLEIN, it is shown that only a pair 

of correct and faulty ciphertexts can be used to derive the secret master 

key. For PRESENT, one correct ciphertext and two faulty ciphertexts 

are required to reconstruct the secret key. Furthermore, secret key 

extraction is demonstrated for the LBlock Feistel-type lightweight 

block cipher. 

 

Keywords—Differential Fault Analysis (DFA), round addition, 

block cipher, on-the-fly key schedule. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IFFERENTIAL FAULT ANALYSIS (DFA) using 

operation skipping is an effective technique for attacking 

cipher-implemented microcontrollers [1]-[3]. Round addition 

DFA can be achieved by skipping an increment or decrement 

command. We have previously demonstrated that round 

addition DFA can be used to derive secret keys for some 

ciphers that employ Feistel or substitution-permutation network 

(SPN) block ciphers [4]-[6]. 

In recent years, several lightweight block ciphers have been 

proposed for low-resource devices, such as sensor networks, 

smartcards, and radio-frequency identification systems. These 

block ciphers are suitable for hardware environments and are 

expected to be used in software platforms, such as the software 

in 8-bit microcontrollers [7]-[9], [13], [15]. Thus, to maintain 

hardware security, their vulnerability to DFA using operation 

skipping must be evaluated. In recent years, several reports 

have presented methods for attacking several 

cipher-implemented hardware [10]-[12], [14]. However, these 

methods require a number of fault injections to obtain many 

faulty ciphertexts. Our attack method uses a power supply with 

an abnormal voltage glitch or a clock signal with a clock glitch 

to targeted ICs without de-packaging and microscopic 

operations [10], [11]; thus, this technique costs less than other 

methods. 

In this study, a secret-key-extraction method for lightweight 

block ciphers with an on-the-fly key schedule is presented. The 

method is essentially identical to that used for block ciphers 

with either Feistel or SPN structures [5], [6]; however, those 

methods do not assume an on-the-fly key schedule. This means 
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that both the original and added rounds use identical round keys. 

Here, we have shown that a secret key can be reconstructed 

using only a pair of correct and faulty ciphertexts to derive the 

secret master key for 64-bit KLEIN. For PRESENT, it is shown 

that one correct ciphertext and two faulty ciphertexts are 

required to reconstruct the secret key. These results indicate 

that our attack method is effective for a block cipher with an 

‘add round key’ operation. Furthermore, the secret key 

extraction is demonstrated for the LBlock Feistel-type 

lightweight block cipher [13].  

II.  ROUND ADDITION DFA MODEL FOR BLOCK CIPHER WITH 

ON-THE-FLY KEY SCHEDULE 

Fig. 1 shows the pseudocode of a round addition DFA attack 

for a block cipher with an on-the-fly key schedule. In the figure, 

P is plaintext, C is ciphertext derived from P, X is round data, 

and RKi (i = 1,…,r) is the i-th round subkey. Each round 

comprises an F-function F( , ) and a swap permutation SW( ). 

For a block cipher algorithm with an on-the-fly key schedule, a 

round key update UD( ) is also included in the round operation. 

A faulty ciphertext can be obtained if the increment instruction, 

denoted i++, is bypassed. 
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Fig. 1 Pseudocode of a round addition DFA attack for a block cipher 

with an on-the fly key schedule 

III. KEY RECONSTRUCTION METHOD USING ROUND ADDITION 

DFA FOR KLEIN SPN BLOCK CIPHER 

In this section, we present the key reconstruction method for 

the KLEIN lightweight SPN block cipher [6] with on-the-fly 

key scheduling. The key reconstruction method for 64-bit 

KLEIN is illustrated in Fig. 2. This is a 12-round operation 

lightweight block cipher [8]. The i-th round keys Ki are 

generated by a 64-bit master key K, which is divided into two 

byte-oriented tuples as K = A|B = sk0…sk7, i.e., A = sk0…sk3 

and B = sk4…sk7, where | denotes concatenation. The initial 
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round key is K0 = K, and, for i = 1,…, 12, the key update 

operation is as follows: 

• [ ] ( ) )1()1(|170 <<<⊕<<<<<<← BABsksk ⋯  

• [ ] [ ]7654321070 )()()( skskSskSskskisksksksksk ⊕←⋯  

• [ ] 1,| 70 +←←← iiskskBAK i ⋯  

where <<< means left shift by one byte position and S( ) is 

S-box substitution. The encryption process of 64-bit KLEIN is 

shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, C denotes the correct round 

output. Each encryption operation includes SubNibble, Rotate 

Nibble, MixNibble, and round key addition. Here, “Update” 

means the round operation of the key schedule. A faulty 

ciphertext can be obtained if a final round is added. The 

generation process is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, C’ denotes 

faulty round output, including the addition of a final round, and 

K′11 is the new round key for the added round operation. In this 

case, the final round key K12 is the same as K′11 obtained from 

the key updation algorithm. The following relation can be 

derived from Fig. 3. For 64-bit KLEIN, the 80-bit secret key 

can be extracted from K′12.  

 

12)))(Sub(Rot(Mix KCC ′=′⊕       (1) 

 

 

Fig. 2 64-bit KLEIN encryption process 

 

 

Fig. 3 Faulty ciphertext generation process by final round addition 

with 64-bit KLEIN 

 

The same approach can be applied to 64-bit LED in a 

straightforward manner since all round keys are identical [6], 

[9].  

IV. KEY RECONSTRUCTION METHOD USING ROUND ADDITION 

DFA FOR PRESENT  

In this section, the key reconstruction method for 

PRESENT-80 is described. PRESENT-80 is a 31-round SPN 

lightweight block cipher with a block size of 64 bits and an 

80-bit secret key [7]. The round keys Ki are generated by 80-bit 

master key K = k79…k0, where K0 = k79…k16. For i = 1,…,31, the 

update operation is as follows: 

• [ ] [ ]19201718017879 kkkkkkkk ⋯⋯ =  

• [ ] [ ]7677787976777879 kkkkSkkkk =  

• [ ] [ ] ikkkkkkkkkk ⊕= 15161718191516171819
 

• 
1679 kkK i ⋯=  is output as the i-th 64-bit round key and 

1+← ii   

where S[x] is a 4-bit S-box.  

Fig. 4 shows the PRESENT encryption process, and Figs. 5 

and 6 show faulty encryption processes that include single and 

double round addition, respectively. Each round of PRESENT 

includes three stages, i.e., round key addition, a non-linear 

substitution layer (sBoxLayer), and a bit-wise permutation 

layer (pLayer). Note that the added round operation is depicted 

by dashed lines. If the final round is added, the final round key 

K32 is the same as K′31. Thus, the following relation can be 

derived from Figs. 2 and 3 along with the key scheduling 

algorithm. 

 

32))(sBoxLayer(pLayer KCC ′=′⊕     (2) 

 

32))(sBoxLayer(pLayer KCC ′′=′′⊕′      (3) 

 

From (2), the 64-bit secret information in the 80-bit key 

register in key scheduling can be derived. If the second faulty 

ciphertext C′′ is obtained by a double round attack, all key 

register secret information can be obtained since K′32 is the 

same as K′′31. Thus, the 80-bit secret key can be extracted by an 

inverse operation of the key scheduling algorithm. 
 

 

Fig. 4 PRESENT-80 encryption process 
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Fig. 5 Single round addition attack on PRESENT-80 

 

 

Fig. 6 Double round addition attack on PRESENT-80 

V.  SECRET KEY RECONSTRUCTION OF FEISTEL BLOCK CIPHER 

LBLOCK WITH ON-THE-FLY KEY SCHEDULE 

In this section, an application for key reconstruction of the 

LBlock lightweight Feistel block cipher is demonstrated. This 

cipher algorithm has a 32-round Feistel structure with a 64-bit 

block size and an 80-bit key size [13]. The encryption 

procedure is illustrated in Fig. 7. In the figure, a 64-bit 

ciphertext denoted C = X32|X33 is generated by a 64-bit plaintext 

denoted P = X1|X0. The output data of the round operation can 

be expressed as: 
 

33,,3,2),8(),( 211 …=<<<⊕= −−− iXKXFX iiii
      (4) 

 

where F( ) and Ki denote a round function and the i-th 32-bit 

round key, respectively, and (a <<< b) indicates that b bits 

remain in the left cyclic shift operation in binary sequence a. 

The round keys K1, K2, ..., K32 are generated by the 80-bit 

master secret key K = k79…k0. For i = 1, 2,…,31, the updation 

operation is given as: 

• K  is updated as )29( <<<Κ←K . 

• 
071727374758767778799079 |][|][ kkkkkkskkkkskk ⋯⋯ ←  

• 
04546474849505179079 |)][(| kkikkkkkkkkk ⋯⋯⋯ ⊕←  

• 
4879 kki ⋯←K  is output as the (i+1)-th round key and 

1+← ii . 

where s9[ ] and s8[ ] are two 4 × 4 S-boxes.  

From the above key scheduling algorithm, it is evident that 

that the 80-bit secret master key K can be extracted by three 

consecutive round keys. In addition, the key scheduling 

algorithm is similar to that of PRESENT. 

 

 

Fig. 7 Encryption procedure of LBlock 

 

For a Feistel block cipher with an on-the-fly key schedule, 

the attack point is set to the final round, and a double and triple 

round addition is applied. The double round addition can be 

applied for the secret key derivation of 128-bit CLEFIA or 

128-bit AES [4], [6]. To reconstruct the secret master key, three 

faulty ciphertexts are required (Figs. 8–10). In this case, half of 

the correct ciphertext and half of the faulty ciphertext are 

identical. Thus, the derivation of the round key is easy. Using 

correct ciphertext C = X32|X33 and three faulty ciphertexts C′ = 

X33|X34, C′′ = X34|X35, and C′′′ = X35|X36, the three consecutive 

round subkeys K′32, K′′32, and K′′′35 are derived as: 

 

)8(),( 32323334 <<<⊕′= XKXFX               (5) 

 

)8(),( 33323435 <<<⊕′′= XKXFX               (6) 

 

)8(),( 34323536 <<<⊕′′′= XKXFX  .             (7) 

 

This attack method can be easily applied for another block 

cipher with the same Feistel structure, e.g., DES, MIBS [15], 

etc. 
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Fig. 8 Generation process with on-the-fly key schedule of a faulty 

ciphertext by single round addition 

 

 

Fig. 9 Generation process with on-the-fly key schedule of a faulty 

ciphertext by double round addition 

 

 

Fig. 10 Generation process with on-the-fly key schedule of a faulty 

ciphertext by triple round addition 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we have demonstrated round addition DFA as 

key extraction method for lightweight block ciphers with 

on-the-fly key scheduling. This attack method is effective for 

such block ciphers as they include an ‘add round key’ operation, 

and a secret cipher key can be extracted from the final round 

key. Therefore, we must consider countermeasure techniques 

against round addition DFA for microcontrollers implemented 

using such lightweight block ciphers. In future, we plan to 

demonstrate the DFA attack using AES because this block 

cipher includes the ‘add round key’ operation and the secret 

master key can be reconstructed from a final round key, similar 

to KLEIN. 
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